GENUINE PARTS, ACCESSORIES & SERVICE
T8 SERIES AND T8000 SERIES
You've got the power

Your New Holland T8 Series Tractor is tough, reliable and engineered to perform. So when it comes time to purchase attachments, accessories, parts and service, turn to your New Holland dealer for genuine OEM parts and certified service support.

The choice is clear

Some aftermarket companies cut corners on materials, quality and strength that can cost you in the long run. The fact is, New Holland engineered and assembled your equipment. We know what each and every part’s tolerance, function and service requirement is. And, we’ve built each part to exceed those specifications.

So don’t settle for second best. Rely on New Holland parts for the best in quality, reliability, durability and performance.

We offer a complete line of Genuine New Holland Parts, accessories and attachments to handle any job that comes your way.

Dealer Support

New Holland Professional Care Service, Maintenance and Warranty Programs.

Maintenance

Oil Filters, Air Filters, Belts, Oils, Lubricants, Coolants and Hoses.

Accessories

Lower Flexible Steps, Fire Extinguisher Kits, Carbon Air Filters, Radios, Observation Systems and Seats.

Lighting and Electrical

HID Lights, Warning Lights, Worklamps, Jump Starters, Batteries and Chargers.

Precision Farming

GPS Systems.

OEM Parts

Complete Line of OEM Parts for the New Holland T8 Series Tractor.

CNH Reman

Engines and Components, Rotating Electrical, Drivetrain and Hydraulics.

New Holland Branded Merchandise

Tools, Replicas, and Power Equipment.
New Holland Protection Plans

When the unexpected occurs, you need to know that your equipment is protected. The New Holland Protection Plan is a purchased service contract designed to help keep your equipment working properly beyond the Manufacturer’s Base Warranty Period. Select the plan option that best meets your needs.

Equipment Plan Options

- Powertrain
- Powertrain Plus Hydraulics
- Premier

New equipment plans are available for protection periods of up to 60 total months or 7,500 total machine hours, whichever occurs first. The protection period you select includes the Manufacturer’s Base Warranty Period.

Most equipment that is within the Manufacturer’s Base Warranty Period, or up to 120 days beyond the expiration of the Manufacturer’s Base Warranty Period, may be eligible for a new equipment plan.

Advantages of the New Holland Protection Plan

Peace of Mind
Provides protection beyond the Manufacturer’s Base Warranty Period.

Flexible Options
Plans can be customized to meet individual needs.

Financing Available
Plans may be financed on CNH Capital America LLC. retail installment contracts, lease agreements or commercial revolving accounts.

Dependable Service
Eligible repairs completed by authorized service technicians using Genuine New Holland Parts.

Transferable Protection
New Equipment Plans may be transferred to a new owner at no charge.

Products Designed to Meet Your Needs

We understand the equipment business. That’s why we offer these additional products to help keep your operation running smoothly:

Physical Damage Insurance
Provides coverage to repair or replace insured equipment in the event of direct physical loss or damage.

Loss Damage Waiver
Helps protect rental equipment against most causes of direct physical loss or damage.

Credit Life Insurance
Provides insurance coverage to help pay off the balance due on equipment financed with CNH Capital in the event of the insured’s death.

Dealer Support
**NEW HOLLAND FACTORY-TRAINED TECHNICIANS KEEP YOU WORKING**

Our New Holland dealer technicians are factory-trained in the latest service and diagnostic techniques specifically for your New Holland T8 Series Tractor. Because of this skill, they can provide an important added-dimension to maintenance—the ability to spot signs of trouble early and then fix them before they can become costly problems.

**PLANNED MAINTENANCE AGREEMENTS**

A Planned Maintenance (PM) Agreement is an arrangement between you and your dealer for future services at a predetermined price. PM Agreements can be tailored to meet your specific needs.

Not only does a PM Agreement help you budget maintenance costs, you no longer have to think about the stress of on-time, proper machine maintenance. Instead, hand it over to your dealership’s technicians, who have the proper New Holland training, tools, and experience to keep equipment performing at its best. Focus on what you do best, managing your core business.

Our planned maintenance and inspection services offer you these advantages:

- Budgeted maintenance costs
- Identification of problems and repair before failure
- Increased productivity
- Less costly downtime
- Documented maintenance
- Preventive maintenance
- Lowered owning and operating costs
- Service by New Holland trained technicians
- Improved fuel economy
- Use of Genuine New Holland lubricants, filters and parts

**CERTIFIED MAINTENANCE INSPECTION PROGRAMS**

When you schedule your equipment for annual maintenance inspection services, your dealership keeps account of each inspection and service, documenting your commitment to keeping your New Holland T8 Series Tractor in top condition. Not only does this keep you productive in the field, but it can also increase the resale value of your New Holland T8 Series Tractor.

See your dealer for more information on the New Holland Certified Maintenance Inspections and Planned Maintenance Programs. Trust your New Holland dealer to keep your New Holland T8 Series Tractor operating in top condition.
NEW HOLLAND AIR FILTERS
Better filters, longer life. New Holland filters offer extended change intervals to save you time and money. New Holland filters offer increased dirt-holding capacity and the ability to remove even smaller particles compared to the filter it replaces.

BELTS
Don’t take chances with your engine belts. A broken belt can leave you stranded. Replace those old, frayed or cracked belts today. It’s also a good idea to always carry spare belts.

NEW HOLLAND OIL FILTERS
New Holland cartrage filters help keep your oil and powertrain running cleaner. This new design removes an even higher level of the finest contaminant particles that can cause the most potential for engine wear. Less restriction during cold weather conditions compared to typical standard media allows engine oil to reach critical components much quicker than with standard engine oil filters.

TIRE SEALANT
CNH Tire Sealants offer a simple, direct, cost-effective way to help save money, avoid downtime, and increase profits. Whether installing new equipment or during pre-season or post-season service maintenance programs, CNH Tire Sealants will seal hundreds of punctures up to 3/16˝ as they occur, and work to maintain constant recommended air pressure for the life of the tire.

See your local New Holland dealer for more information on maintenance products.

Service/Replacement Costs for all models are available from your local New Holland dealer.
UNITEK ENGINE OIL
UNITEK is a semi-synthetic engine oil designed to provide outstanding protection and performance. The semi-synthetic formulation provides exceptional protection against oxidation (thickening). This feature equips UNITEK with a very wide operating temperature window and exceptional cold weather pumpability.

XHD HEAVY-DUTY COOLANT/ANTIFREEZE
Worn rings, scored pistons, cracked heads and corroded bearings may appear to have nothing in common with the cooling system, when in fact, these problems are often the symptoms of improper cooling system maintenance. Using a heavy-duty coolant like XHD can help you avoid premature engine failure.

XHD is a diesel formulated coolant loaded with special additives that prevent corrosion and provide superior cylinder liner protection. The XHD formulation also extends water pump life with better protection of the seals. New Holland has also taken extra care to formulate XHD with Bitrex® to prevent accidental animal ingestion.

MASTERTRAN MAT -3505
A unique, all-weather hydraulic/transmission fluid, Mastertran is, quite simply, the finest hydraulic/transmission fluid we make. It will enhance your brake and clutch capabilities while helping to reduce brake chatter, clutch slippage and wear and final drive wear. Mastertran fluid is designed for use in an ambient temperature range of -10° to +120° F (-25° to +50°C).

GR-9 GREASE
GR-9 is a general-purpose NLGI 2, lithium-soap, extreme pressure grease. It’s designed for use in antifriction and plain bearings (including nondisc brake wheel bearings), universal joints, spline shafts, water pumps and general chassis lubrication.

SYSTEMGARD LUBRICANT AND FLUID ANALYSIS
Systemgard Fluid Analysis is a snapshot of what is happening inside your equipment. It tells you the condition of the lubricant and identifies component wear and contamination in engine, transmission and hydraulic systems. Systemgard can help identify small concerns before they become bigger, downtime causing problems.

FLUSH FACE QUICK COUPLINGS
Eliminate hydraulic coupler fluid leakage by updating your equipment with new flush face couplings that resist the effects of surface nicks and scratches.
• Simple one-hand hookup
• Heavy-duty, induction-hardened surface for long life
• 3000 PSI rating
• Heavy-duty sleeve lock

Service Maintenance Contracts for all models are available from your New Holland dealer.
MaiNteNaNce

Diesel eXhaust FluiD (DeF)
The DEF available through your New Holland dealer is a stable and colorless solution. It meets ISO Standards for purity and composition and is an American Petroleum Institute (API) certified diesel exhaust fluid. These are the highest quality and safety standards in place to ensure optimum SCR system performance. Your New Holland dealer also offers a complete line of DEF transfer pumps and meters, including on-farm bulk storage equipment options.

NEW HOLLAND PAINT
Protect your investment and add value by preventing problems before they develop with New Holland paint. The durable finish stands up to extreme weather conditions and exposure to the elements. New Holland paint meets your demanding requirements and offers a bucket load of advantages.

FUEL CONDITIONERS
CNH Original Parts Diesel Fuel Conditioner and Anti-gel are specially blended additives that are designed to extend the longevity of your engine’s fuel system and prevent fuel problems related to cold temperatures, bacterial growth, fuel oxidation and system corrosion.

DIeSEL EXHAuST FLUId (DeF)
The DEF available through your New Holland dealer is a stable and colorless solution. It meets ISO Standards for purity and composition and is an American Petroleum Institute (API) certified diesel exhaust fluid. These are the highest quality and safety standards in place to ensure optimum SCR system performance. Your New Holland dealer also offers a complete line of DEF transfer pumps and meters, including on-farm bulk storage equipment options.

DEF Transfer Pump
2.5 Gallon Box
275-Gallon Tote

Service Maintenance Contracts for all models are available from your FarmTract dealer.
5TH CAB LOWER FLEXIBLE STEP
Extra step improves access and is specially designed for tractors with wide tires.

FIRE ExTINGUIsHeR KIT
Kit includes extinguisher, sticker and mounting bracket and hardware. Available with 10 or 20 lb. capacity extinguisher.

CARBON CAB AIR FILTER
Remove dust and other airborne contaminants with this carbon-based filter.

ENGINE BLOCK HEATER
Make those cold winter starts easier and reduce engine wear with this heavy-duty Engine Block Heater.

Service/ Maintenance Contracts for all models are available from your New Holland dealer.

See your local New Holland dealer for more information on accessories.
CAB ACCESSORIES

JENSEN HEAVY-DUTY RADIOS
Heavy-Duty means "Built to Last" in the toughest environments. Tested for extreme temperatures, humidity and vibration.

• 2 wire hook-up prevents battery drain
• Low battery alarm & shut-off
• Three in-dash models available

MODELS:
Jensen ZAE4HD910HD Radio
• Heavy duty mini weatherproof AM/FM
• Weather band/AM/FM

Jensen ZAE4HD910HD with Bluetooth (ZAE4HD910BTKHD)

Jensen ZAE4HD3620HD Drive Unit
• Adds CD with electronic skip protection and front USB input

Other radios and accessories include:
Headphones, 2-way speaker sets, antennas, satellite radios and tuners, iPod cables and wireless remotes.

OBSERVATION SYSTEMS
The Voyager Observation products offer everything you could want in a durable, well-built Observation System. Stop straining your neck and back. See where you could never see before and work in comfort, not pain!

• 1 and 2-camera systems, 3rd camera available
• Cameras are wide angle, zero lux & waterproof
• 1 year warranty on medium-duty
• 2 year warranty on heavy-duty products

SEATS
New Holland offers a full line of heavy duty seats designed and tested to withstand the toughest conditions. From air ride to mechanical suspension these seats have operator comfort and features built-in for those long hours on the job.

See your local New Holland dealer for more information on accessories.
**LIGHTING & ELECTRICAL**

**HID LIGHT KIT**
Includes: HID lamp assembly (2), wire harness (2), ballast (2), hardware and installation instructions

**WARNING LIGHTS**
- Lightbars, beacons and minibars
- Halogen and LED lights
- Many options available in regards to light source, size, shape, electrical connection, kits and price point

**WORKLAMPS**
- Halogen, HID and LED
- Flood, spot and trip configurations available
- Rugged solid state lights can withstand off-road shock and vibration

**JUMP STARTERS**
Don’t get stuck on the job without juice. Use a Quick Cable Booster. These jump packs will save the day.

**NEW HOLLAND PREMIUM HEAVY-DUTY BATTERIES**
Vibration is the biggest killer of off-road batteries. New Holland Premium Heavy-Duty batteries are built to take the pounding that is created when your machine bounces across a field or jobsite. New Holland batteries contain larger and heavier lead connections than typical off-the-shelf batteries and utilize a unique epoxy bonding design to secure the internal grids to prevent shorts caused by excessive vibration and shocks.

**BATTERY CHARGERS**
Keep your battery in peak condition in your off time.
- 10/30 amps
- 200 amp start
- Fast charge and trickle charge

---

**ALL ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT SHOULD BE INSTALLED BY AN AUTHORIZED NEW HOLLAND DEALER.**
**The Intelliview™ IV display can be used throughout a farming operation and is fitted as standard equipment on your New Holland T7000. The Intelliview™ IV will communicate with the IntelliSteer system as well as the vehicle’s CAN Bus, and display machine function information in real time on just one screen. Maximum operator comfort is provided on a 17.8 cm touch screen display. See where you are and choose information you want to view, monitor and control.**

**The NH 372 GNSS receiver is an all-in-one dual-frequency GPS/GLONASS antenna and receiver system that is “future proofed,” capable for signals not yet available! The NH 372 GNSS receiver ensures a highly accurate, reliable signal that is always available so you can keep moving. Maximum operator comfort is provided on a 17.8 cm touch screen display. See where you are and choose information you want to view, monitor and control.**

**The EZ-Guide® 250 lightbar guidance system has an intuitive user interface that works right out of the box. Easy to install with its own built-in GPS receiver, the EZ-Guide® 250 system can be a logical first step into the world of guidance systems and can be retrofitted to any brand of equipment.**

- Rugged construction for everyday field use
- Compact 4.3” color touchscreen
- Intuitive user interface
- 15 built-in LED lights
- One built-in GPS receiver
- Quick installation and fast learning curve

**The FM 750 touchscreen display delivers affordable guidance, steering and precision agriculture functionality.**

- Rugged construction for everyday field use
- Mid-sized 8.0” color touchscreen
- Intuitive user interface
- 27 built-in LED lights
- One built-in dual-frequency GPS receiver
- GLONASS ready

**The FM 1000 touchscreen display is designed to deliver the best performance and reliability with dual-integrated GPS/GLONASS receivers. Capable of delivering everything you need in guidance, steering and precision farming features, the FM 1000 gives you a choice of accuracy between 7.9 in (20 cm) and 1 in (2.5 cm) pass to pass and year to year.**

- Rugged construction for everyday field use
- Large 12.1” color touchscreen
- Intuitive user interface
- On-screen guidance LEDs
- Two built-in GPS receivers
- GLONASS ready

**The FM-1000 display can be used throughout a farming operation and is fitted as standard equipment on your New Holland T7000. The Intelliview™ IV display can communicate with the Intelligent™ IV display on the vehicle’s CAN Bus, and display machine function information in real time on just one screen. Maximum operator comfort is provided on a 17.8 cm touch screen display. See where you are and choose information you want to view, monitor and control.**

**The NH 372 GNSS receiver is an all-in-one dual-frequency GPS/GLONASS antenna and receiver system that is “future proofed,” capable for signals not yet available! The NH 372 GNSS receiver ensures a highly accurate, reliable signal that is always available so you can keep moving. Signal loss won’t shut you down or force you to move forward without mapping and guidance.**

See your local New Holland dealer for more information on precision farming equipment.
Maintain the performance and power of your New Holland T8 Series Tractor with Genuine New Holland Parts. Genuine New Holland Parts are the only parts designed and engineered exclusively for your T8 Series Tractor. Genuine New Holland Parts and accessories are created, tested and designed to fit, perform and wear specifically for your T8 Series Tractor.

In fact, Genuine New Holland Parts are the same parts used in the original production of all New Holland T8 Series Tractors. Genuine New Holland Parts advantages include the highest-level materials, exact fit, correct colors and finish. Genuine New Holland Parts warranties cover the part and the cost of labor when installed by an Authorized New Holland dealer. With Genuine New Holland Parts, you always get parts and service you can depend on.

Genuine New Holland Parts Warranty includes labor if the part was installed by an Authorized New Holland dealer. See your local New Holland dealer for more information on Genuine Parts for your T8 Series Tractor.

Water Pumps
Connect Rods
Alternators
Injection Pumps
Today, there are more reasons than ever to choose New Holland remanufactured parts for your equipment. From more product offerings to less downtime during installation, you’re sure to appreciate the unique benefits of choosing reman. If you’re new to New Holland remanufactured parts, here are some great reasons to make our parts a key element in your ongoing equipment maintenance program.

**Significant Savings**
New Holland remanufactured parts cost less than new parts – offering a great value while ensuring peak performance.

**More Choices**
Every day, we look to add even more parts to our already extensive reman roster. This expanded offering gives you more options for your equipment needs.

**Higher Value**
It’s a fact. When you install our parts in your equipment, you can expect increased resale value.

**OEM Performance**
Unlike “will-fit” parts, each New Holland remanufactured part is engineered to deliver like-new performance that meets stringent New Holland performance specs.

**Prompt Credit for Your Core**
Your existing core has value. Your local dealer is equipped to provide a prompt, thorough analysis of your core (core values vary with condition).

**Quality**
New Holland remanufactured parts are completely disassembled. All parts are thoroughly inspected and reassembled to the latest OEM specifications.

**Less Downtime with Installation Options**
Because many New Holland remanufactured parts are ready to install, our technicians can spend less time completing repairs or shop installs. The result? Quicker turnaround and a whole new level of equipment uptime for you.

**Superior Warranty Protection**
Unlike no-name competitors or rebuilds, our parts are fully warranted – just like those bought new. New Holland remanufactured parts provide same as new, and sometimes better than new, warranty coverage.
New Holland Branding Merchandise

Models and Replicas
New Holland replicas, scale models and collectibles are perfect for kids and collectors. From keepsake heritage collectibles to the always popular scale models of current machines. Stop by your local dealership to see New Holland’s full assortment today.

Tools
Show off your New Holland pride with New Holland branded hand tools. New Holland tools have been engineered, sourced, and priced to provide the best value for all levels of tool users and carry a lifetime replacement warranty. These quality tools will provide great service and pride of ownership for years to come.

*Excludes air tools and torque wrenches

Power Equipment
Want to add more power to your power equipment? Our line of New Holland power equipment is just what you need to get the job done right. New Holland offers a full line-up of pressure washers, water pumps, generators, and air compressors. When it comes to standing up to mother nature, no one has you covered better than New Holland. Purchase your New Holland power equipment today and be ready for whatever mother nature dishes out.

See your local New Holland dealer for more New Holland branded replicas, tools and equipment.